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1 Introduction

1.1 Purpose of the Document
The purpose of this service instance description document is to provide an operational 
description of the Royal Danish Navy Command Control & Information System Enhanced 
Monitoring Service (RDNCCIS-EMS) which monitors the movement of all vessel inside the 
area of responsibility for the Danish Defence Joint Operations Centre in Karup. Vessels 
inside the monitored area will be requested to submit voyage plans to the service which will 
be used in the enhanced monitoring. Vessels will be made aware of unwanted behavior by 
text messages sent by an operator via the VIS interface.

The service will be named Royal Danish Navy Shore Center in the service registry to clarify 
its role to vessels / participants.

1.2 Intended Readership
This service instance description document is intended to be read by service consumers in 
charge of selecting the service instance to consume.
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2 Service Instance Identification
The purpose of this chapter is to provide a unique identification of the service instance and 
describe where the service is in terms of the engineering lifecycle.

Name Royal Danish Navy Shore Center

ID urn:mrn:stm:service:instance:rdnccis:rdnccis-ems
(MCP PRODUCTION)

Version 0.2

Service Specification
ID

urn:mrn:stm:service:specification:sma:vis

Service Specification
Version

2.2

Service Design ID urn:mrn:smt:service:design:sma:vis-rest-2.2

Service Design 
Version

2.2

Description Monitors vessel inside Danish and adjacent waters 
and alerts operators to unwanted behavior, which the 
operator may choose to inform the vessel about via 
text messages.

Service Type Enhanced Monitoring Service-VIS

Keywords Route monitoring, voyage information service, VIS, 
EMS

Provider NAVICON A/S on behalf of the Royal Danish Navy.

Status ???

(Released for test in MCP PRODUCTION)
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3 Service Instance Details

3.1 Overall description
The RDNCCIS Enhanced Monitoring Service monitors the movement of all vessel inside the 
area of responsibility for the Danish Defence Joint Operations Centre in Karup.

When a vessels which is registered as released or provisional in the service registry moves 
inside the monitored area (according to AIS), they will automatically be asked to submit a 
voyage plan.

Voyage plans submitted will be used to determine if the vessel navigates according to the 
voyage plan by comparing the submitted route to the AIS received for the vessel.

If no voyage plan is submitted, the vessel will be monitored according to known sailing 
patterns for the type and size of vessel in question.

Operators will be alerted to any unwanted behavior, and will have the option to forward the 
alert directly to the vessel via text messages.

Text messages sent from vessels to the Royal Danish Navy Shore Center will be displayed to
the operators in the JOC.

3.2 Service coverage
The service covers the area of responsibility for the Danish Defence Joint Operations Centre:
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3.3 Required input
The incoming RTZ must be an RTZ version 1.1 with STM Extension according to the VIS 
Design 2.2.

3.4 Output from the service
Only TXT messages are sent from the service. These are v1.3.
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Vessel enters monitored area (according to AIS)

Is IMO from AIS
registered in MC?

Vessel will be monitored
according to normal
navigational pattterns

Send a subscription request and poll for a voyage plan

Is a voyage plan
submitted?

Send a TXT message to
the vessel, informing them
that they will be monitored
inside Danish waters and that
the Danish Navy wishes to
receive an active voyage plan.

Wait a while

Is voyage plan parsable
with status=7 and at least
two waypoints?

Send a TXT message to
the vessel, informing them
that they will be monitored
inside Danish waters.

Vessel will be monitored
according to voyage plan

3.5 Functional description
The Royal Danish Navy Shore Center is searchable through Maritime Cloud Service 
Registry.
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3.6 Messages sent automatically
When a vessel enters the monitored area, and voyage plans cannot be polled / subscribed 
to:

“You have entered an area monitored by the Danish Defence Joint Operations Centre. 
Please allow the Royal Danish Navy Shore Center access to your voyage plans.”

When a vessel enters the monitored area, and voyage plan submitted is either not active 
(status 7) or contains less than two waypoints:

“You have entered an area monitored by the Danish Defence Joint Operations Centre. 
Please submit an active voyage plan.”

When a vessel enters the monitored area, and submits an acceptable voyage plan:

“You have entered an area monitored by the Danish Defence Joint Operations Centre. 
The Royal Danish Navy Shore Center will be monitoring your journey according to the 
voyage plan you have submitted.”

3.7 Allowed methods
The Royal Danish Navy Shore Center application is based on the Voyage Information 
Service design version 2.2, but handle only a subset of the methods:

Operation Method Allowance/handling Comment

Receive voyage plan in 
RTZ

uploadVoyagePlans Yes RTZ v1.1STM

Receive STM text 
messages

uploadTextMessage Yes TXT v1.3

Receive area (S124) 
messages

uploadArea No

Return list of voyage 
plans on request

getVoyagePlans No

Accept subscription 
request

subscribeToVoyagePlans No

Delete subscription removeVoyagePlanSubscription No

3.8 Constraints
There are no constraints.
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4 Release Notes
Version Date Notes

1.0.0 June 2017 The service is released in BETA.

1.0.1 November 2017 The service is released (provisionally) 
in production.
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5 References

Nr. Version Reference

[1] Service Documentation 
Guidelines

01.00 E2 Deliverable D3.4 - Service 
Documentation Guidelines
http://stmvalidation.eu/vis/
http://stmvalidation.eu/vis/

[3]

[4]
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6 Acronyms and Terminology

6.1 Acronyms
Term Definition

EMS Enhanced Monitoring

6.2 Terminology
Term Definition

Service The provision of something (a non-physical object), by one, for the 
use of one or more others, regulated by formal definitions and 
mutual agreements. Services involve interactions between 
providers and consumers, which may be performed in a digital form
(data exchanges) or through voice communication or written 
processes and procedures.

Service Consumer A service consumer uses service instances provided by service 
providers. All users within the maritime domain can be service 
customers, e.g., ships and their crew, authorities, VTS stations, 
organizations (e.g., meteorological), commercial service providers, 
etc.

Service Instance One service implementation may be deployed at several places by 
same or different service providers; each such deployment 
represents a different service instance, being accessible via 
different URLs.

Service Instance 
Description

Documents the details of a service implementation (most likely 
documented by the service implementer) and deployment (most 
likely documented by the service provider). The service instance 
description includes (but is not limited to) service technical design 
reference, service provider reference, service access information, 
service coverage information, etc.

Service Interface The communication mechanism of the service, i.e., interaction 
mechanism between service provider and service consumer. A 
service interface is characterised by a message exchange pattern 
and consists of service operations that are either allocated to the 
provider or the consumer of the service.

Service Operation Functions or procedure which enables programmatic 
communication with a service via a service interface.

Service Provider A service provider provides instances of services according to a 
service specification and service instance description. All users 
within the maritime domain can be service providers, e.g., 
authorities, VTS stations, organizations (e.g., meteorological), 
commercial service providers, etc.
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